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1 Its time to reimagine your data center
Data centers are now more critical to your enterprise than ever before given the rapid digitization of
business activities and the growing digital dependence of supply chains and customer relationships. In
this context, it is pertinent to closely evaluate your data center operations and assess whether it’s
design and operations are ready for a new normal of near total dependence on data center availability.
Following are some perspectives to evaluate your current data centers on.
§ A single data center power failure offsets many years of cost savings: Power failures accounted
for 36% of the biggest global public service outages tracked by the Uptime Institute since 2016.
The most prolonged and costly outages in data centers are due to electrical systems failures
requiring as per the Poneman Institute an average of USD 600,000 for resolution per outage.
§

65% power usage for just 7% of work is not good
economics: While gains in mechanical and electrical

efficiency have stalled over the past few years, it
remains that over 65% of the power used by IT in
data centers is used to process just 7% of the work,
due to aging equipment inefficiencies. Running the
same workload within the same environment at the
same utilization level but using the latest servers
drops the energy consumption by about 85%1.
§

Human error causes 70% of outages: Data center operations require significant coordination

between facilities, utilities and IT functions and often they operate in silos. Typically in data
centers facilities management takes care of the electrical infrastructure, the HVAC and BMS,
whereas the data center operations manages rack set up and deployment of IT equipment
while IT handles decisions about application deployment, virualization/containerization and
this is a highly dynamic activity. Nearly 70% of all data center outages are caused due to human
error which have a cascading effect. Lack of real time electrical, energy and power quality
monitoring and alerting its impact to each of the three teams is one of the key reasons for data
center outages.
§

Virtualized and containerized environments add complexity to energy management: A large
portion of modern data center workloads are either virtualized or containerized. It is difficult
with physical energy measurements methods to quantify the energy consumption at a virtual

machine or container level as each physical machine can have several of these virtual
environments. This in turn implies that if there is a rack level tripping in your data center, with
traditional methods of energy management it would not be possible to identify the VMs or
containers that were responsible for the spikes.
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SOURCE: Beyond PUE, Uptime Institute, February 2020.

§

Poor deployment planning impedes cost control: Data center space is very inefficiently used
with low density racks which proportionately increases both real estate costs as well as HVAC
costs. Power capacity and utilization headroom are always over allocated to prevent issues

which in turn escalates costs. Intelligently packing racks and upgrading to higher power density
can significantly save both real estate costs and HVAC costs.
§

Improving utilization of Zombie servers can save you upto 62% energy: Vigyanlabs’ study across

several data centers as part of its IPM+ implementations reveals that upto 25% Physical Servers
and upto 30% Virtual Servers are zombies with very low utilization. Studies by the Uptime
Institute reveal that running the same workload on 3-year-old kit, with a Power Utilization
Efficiency (PUE) of 2 but increasing the utilization from 5% to 25%, reduces the energy
consumption by 62%2.
§

Data centers can contribute significantly to your sustainability goals: Data centers globally are

estimated to consume between 400 to 500 Terawatt-Hour of energy. This imposes a substantial
carbon cost on enterprises. Reducing wasted wattage in your data center operations can aid
your sustainability goals significantly.

2 IPM+ enables integrated data center management
IPM+ for data centers has been built with over a decade of research with a holistic view of data center
operations. It specifically addresses the challenges of the modern data center. IPM+ helps you with a
unified, end-to-end view of data center energy management from UPS to Servers and Virtual Machines
providing a unified console for facilities, electrical and IT admins. It provides insights into your
virtualized environments and helps you in both consolidation of your data center footprint and well as
in smart placement of new equipment in your data center to save energy.
A unified data center platform for integrated data center management

IPM+ provides you an unified platform to integrate IT and Non-IT infrastructure in your data center
thereby creating a shared platform for IT, Facilities and Management. It enables through a unified
console integrated power, facilities, HVAC and IT infrastructure management. This shared platform
means that cross-functional issues can be identified and addressed collectively than in siloes. IPM+
brings a unified view of data center energy management right from the UPS and Battery Bank through
PDUs upto the server motherboard. Such integration of IT and Non-IT infrastructure in data centers
helps in proactive identification and resolution of problems and in rolling out cost optimizations.
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IPM+ PowerMind AI learns from usage patterns to enable energy optimizations

IPM+ operates with a unified data center agent with the in-built PowerMind
AI engine. PowerMind AI is designed with a light footprint with Vigyanlabs’
proprietary AI framework and is designed to operate in both online and
offline modes at the edge.
IPM+ interfaces with UPS, Smart Energy meters, bare metal servers and
Virtualization infrastructure to pull all available electrical, thermal,
operational and energy related parameters. PowerMind AI’s machine
learning models are built using data drawn from a variety of sources to
enable energy optimization.
PowerMind AI learns usage patterns such as time periods when the server utilization is less than defined
thresholds and for what duration. Learning from these usage patterns, IPM+ PowerMind AI can enable
energy savings on standalone servers of up to 25%3 by intelligently switching ILO power regulator states
with no performance impact on the servers.
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Including cooling power

Figure 1: IPM+ Data Center Dashbaord

Energy drill-down from UPS to Virtual Machines

Due to it’s unique software based energy measurement system, IPM+ can track power parameters and
energy consumption all the way from UPS, racks, PDUs, servers and virtual machines. IPM+ uses its
software based energy metering along with statistical models to help isolate energy consumption all
the way down to a particular VM and this assists in taking specific action during power spikes and also
undertake optimizations when deploying applications.
IPM+ enables identifying the ideal deployment location for new servers and IT
equipment by providing a rack level map of available power and utilized power
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Figure 2: IPM+ Energy Drilldown Hierarchy
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Figure 3: Power utilization dashboard

IPM+ Smart Server allocator

Several enterprises have been able to enable smart server allocation across racks by learning real server
energy consumption patterns instead of nameplate ratings. IPM+ enables Phase Imbalance studies to
proactively rectify power losses and power outages in data centers. This also allows for enhanced rack
density by up to 40% by optimizing power headroom which in turn significantly reduces real estate and
HVAC costs.

How IPM+ Smart Allocator helps save energy and prevents data center outages

Typically in data centers, servers are deployed on the basis of:
a. Is there rack space available?
b. Is the electrical socket available?
c. Other space and zoning considerations especially if it is a co-located data center
This is, however, a very poor way of deploying IT equipment as it does not consider:
o Whether the UPS powering a rack is overloaded and whether there is another rack whose
UPS is underloaded
o Whether the plug point planned to be utilized will create phase imbalance or not
A decision undertaken without these considerations results in phase imabalances which in turn
results in energy loss, heat build up and creates potential points of failure.
IPM+ Smart Server Allocator provides an integrated Power, IT, Thermal and Space view of existing
deployment. By inputting the new server (or any other new IT equipment) parameters, IPM+ Smart
Server allocator will guide on top 3 candidate racks where the servers can be deployed. This ensures
that phase imbalances are not created and energy wastage in the data center is minimized.

Software based Data Center thermal mapping without any hardware thermal sensors

IPM+ uses direct thermal measurements available in servers to create a fully software based thermal
map of the data center. IPM+ creates a comprehensive thermal map of the data center based on inlet,
exhaust and CPU thermal sensors. This eliminates the need for procuring and installing costly hardware
thermal sensors. It also provides a real-time thermal map of the data center which can be correlated
with other data center parameters for efficient planning of the data center deployment.

Figure 4: A snapshot of IPM+ Data Center Thermal Map of Racks

IPM+ enables VM consolidation and eliminates VM sprawl

Enterprise data centers are increasingly virtualized environments and often it is challenging to identify
which are the productive VMs and which are zombies which are consuming resources without
contributing to workload output. IPM+ interfaces with VMWARE, vCenter and ESXI infrastructure
elements as depicted below to extract, transform, analyze, monitor, and alert on virtualized
infrastructure.
This enables systematic consolidation planning and helps identify which VMs can be migrated to which
target servers for optimal energy footprint and subsequent savings. Timely detection of zombie VMs
and under-utilized servers helps in eliminating VM Sprawl.

Figure 5: Virtualization infrastructure interfaces

Figure 6: Snapshot of IPM+ Consolidation Advisor

Case Study: IPM+ for Data Center enables leading ERP provider in optimization
Context

§

The customer, a leading ERP provider, had a server farm comprising of bare metal and
virtualized servers running a mixture of Windows and Linux OS.

How IPM+ helped

§
§
§
§

IPM+ helped identify that nearly 10% of the energy losses in the data center were due to
phase imbalance in the UPS load and Server-PDU-Phase Connectivity.
IPM+ energy monitoring helped identify that UPS was oversized and had sufficient
headroom for the future and helped save further capital expenditure.
IPM+ enabled a unified view of the data center combining the IT infrastructure, energy and
thermal footprint of the data center.
IPM+ enabled real time energy and Power Quality audit of the data center and proactively
prevent issues caused due to rack tripping.

Increase rack density by up to 40% using IPM+ smart dynamic power capping

Typically rack density in data centers is not optimized. It is based on name plate reading of the IT
equipment and is done without knowledge of actual power consumption. Since IPM+ performs
continuous server level energy monitoring, it is possible to carry out deployment based on actual power
consumption. This gives additional headroom in rack density. At the same time, however, despite this
planning there can be outlier events which could cause the rack to trip. To avoid rack level tripping,
since energy consumption is continuously monitored, IPM+ can enable intelligent rules which can
temporarily throttle the servers by putting a power cap. When the power consumption falls below the
lower cap, the upper cap is removed. Thus by trading-off with a temporary low performance blip IPM+
prevents a higher rack trip issue while also delivering energy savings. This is dynamic power capping.
IPM+ enables software based, real time power quality audit

Power quality is a very critical for reliable data center operations. Typically power quality audits require
manual and hardware based measurements and there is no unified solution to enable real time power
quality audits. IPM+ can integrate with smart energy meters and bring together a host of power quality
metrics which can be correlated with IT workloads and their deployment such as voltage imbalance,
harmonics, RMS current patterns, wave patterns, current imbalance, phase imbalance all of which are
harmful for reliable operations of the data center. IPM+ provides rules driven power quality dashboards
of power quality.

Eliminate challenges of multi-vendor management

Traditionally, data center management has required deploying multiple products from different
vendors. This not only poses challenges of vendor and maintenance contracts management but also
brings a wide variety of technologies to manage the data center. All of these challenges are addressed
by IPM+ as it is a unified, secure and highly performant product that allows you to replace a whole suite
of data center management products.
Case Study: IPM+ enables a leading utility provider in Europe to achieve Euro 2 million of savings
Context

§

The customer is a leading utility provider in Europe with a large server farm of 25,000+
servers with multiple Linux variants and Windows servers

How IPM+ helped

§
§
§

IPM+ enabled a unified view of the data center combining the IT infrastructure, energy and
thermal footprint of the data center.
IPM+ enabled real time energy and Power Quality audit of the data center and proactively
prevent issues caused due to rack tripping.
IPM+ demonstrated upto 15% direct energy savings and additional savings in cooling of
approximately 15%

Vigyanlabs IPM+ powered data center of the future – lowest ever PUE of 1.10

Vigyanlabs is building the next generation, 100% AI
driven, IPM+ powered data center in Mysore with the
lowest Power Utilization Efficiency globally of less than
1.1.
100% powered by solar

Powered 100% by solar power, the high power density
data center uses grid power and DG sets for backup.
Fully managed electrical ports

An exterior view of Vigyanlabs’ data
Powered by IPM+, the data center features fully managed
center in Mysore
electrical ports – a first in the world. This ensures that
there are no electrical shocks, leakages or electrical
Salient features
failures.
6000 Meters of Sensor Ducts
§ Large arrays of sensors for T&H,
Cutting edge civil engineering for energy efficiency
Thermal Imaging, Motion,
This earthquake proof data center is built using customHuman Presence, Lux, Airflow,
made, High Thermal Insulation bricks which gives >6
Water leakage, CO/CO2, SO2,
degrees centigrade natural cooling. The data center also
NH3, PM 1.0, PM 2.5, IR Blaster
features high load carrying capacity of >1,500 Kgs/Sq.M.
Next generation IOT enabled BMS
AI Enabled Advanced Thermal Imaging
End to End Energy Visibility and Analytics
§ Imaging of Panels, DG Sets,
IPM+ deployment in the data center enabled monitoring
Compressors,
Transformers,
all key parameters of power quality with real time energy
PDUs, Racks, PACs
audits, identification of electrical anamoly, phase
§ Identifies Hot Spots, potential
imbalances, UPS health, harmonics, neutral current, rack
issues much before they happen
level imbalances, rack power overload, airflow, thermal
image, temperature and humidity, genset health, HVAC Multi Factor Access Control for highly
secure access
among others.
§ Facial, Thermal Image, Smart
Card
IPM+ enables real time monitoring of Server, Network,
Storage, VM, Container Health, Vulnerability and Dual, Redundant UPS, HVAC and PAC
Integrated Performance Monitoring, Patch Management, Zero maintenance, oil-free Transformers
Diagnostics & Self Healing, Network Discovery, Security Solar Invertors N+1 Redundancy
Compliance, Vulnerability Management and Asset
Tracking.

3 IPM+ architecture and technical information
IPM+ for data centers is built on a highly scalable client server architecture with focus on performance,
scalability and network bandwidth optimization as primary design constraints.
IPM+ can be deployed in two modes:
o Agent mode
o Agentless mode
IPM+ in Agent based mode

In the agent based mode, lightweight IPM+ agents are deployed on servers to enable fine-grained
energy management and optimization. IPM+ agents use contextual learning to understand utilization
patterns and help in both energy savings as well as in consolidation and optimization.
IPM+ agents are written in native C/C++ for ensuring most optimal footprint on agent systems. IPM+
Agents exchange less than 100KB data per day per agent on an average (other than the sizes of patch
files which are to be downloaded for patch management and remediation scripts to be downloaded for
specific remediations). They use less than 25MB average memory footprint and uses than 3% CPU on
an average across benchmark tests.
IPM+ in Agentless mode

In the agentless mode, IPM+ uses a variety of protocols to integrate with IT and Non-IT components in
the data center and bring consolidated information into the IPM+ Master Console. IPM+ DCM solution
interfaces with UPS, Smart Energy meters, bare metal servers and Virtualization infrastructure to pull
all available electrical, thermal, operational and energy related parameters available to produce a
unified management console. The following table summarizes an illustrative set of protocols used by
IPM+ to integrate various components of the data center.
Feature/System
Bare Metal Servers

Illustrative list of protocols used
IPMI / HP iLO Interfaces

Virtual Machines

VMWARE / ESXI / vCenter agent less API interfaces

Thermal Mapping
Zombie VM Detection

IPMI / HP iLO Interfaces
vCenter APIs

VM Consolidation Advisory

IPMI / HP iLO Interfaces, vCenter / ESXI APIs

iLO / IPMI Power Saver

IPMI / HP iLO Interfaces, vCenter / ESXI APIs

IPM+ Deployment Architecture

IPM+ deployment architecture is depicted below. IPM+ Enterprise Server is deployed as a pre-bundled,
hardened4 FreeBSD Virtual Machine. It runs on Apache PHP Engine with Apache MODSEC VAPT module.

4

Certified by CERT-IN & Protiviti

The database runs inside the same VM on PostgreSQL. IPM+ can be deployed in a Single Data Center
as well as in a Multi-Data Center architecture.

Figure 7: IPM+ for Data Center - Architecture

IPM+ deployment architecture enables it to be deployed across multiple data centers and obtain an
enterprise level view of the data center operations. In a multi-DC environment, each site has an IPM+
Gateway which acts as a data collector. Multiple gateways connect to a centralized master console. The
IPM+ DC Master Console provides a unified – multi-site view of the data centers.
IPM+ is designed to be secure

Built using a fully open source technology stack, IPM+ has been extensively tested for security and
adopts a highly secure data encryption and authentication. IPM+ has undergone extensive security
testing and certification by CERT-IN and Protiviti. Following extensive security testing, IPM+ is deployed
and running successfully in sensitive sectors such as financial services and defence manufacturing for
last several years.

4 Patents and Intellectual Property
IPM+ has been developed with significant research and development inputs. Evidencing the research
effort expended on product development are the patents listed below.
i.
U.S. Patent 8201007 - Fine grain non-intrusive distributed information technology
infrastructure power management system
ii.
U.S. Patent 9477281 - Distributed information technology infrastructure dynamic policy driven
peak power management system
iii.
U.S. Patent D783037 - Display screen with graphical user interface including a sustainability
dashboard for an enterprise
iv.
U.S. Patent 10146288 - Adaptive Power Management in IT Devices
v.
Patents Pending
a. AI/ML Prediction based Power Management
b. Data Centre Energy Management Patent Pending
c. Anomaly Detection in Electrical Devices

5 Awards and Recognition
IPM+ has been consistently awarded by leading industry forums globally for its innovativeness,
contribution to environmental sustainability and energy management.
o World Innovation Congress Award for Sustainability, 2019
o Frost and Sullivan Award for Innovation in Green IT, 2016
o Dr. J. S. Juneja Award for Creativity and Innovation, 2015
o Gartner Cool Vendor for Sustainability and Green IT, 2014
o Winner TiE 50, Energy, 2014
o

NASSCOM Technology Innovation of the Year, 20135

o

Winner, Red Herring Asia Top 100, 20136

6 Independent Tests and Certifications
IPM+ has been independently tested and verified by several organizations that include:
o

HP Enterprise Server Partner Program Lab7

o
o
o
o

The Central Research Laboratory, Bharat Electronics Limited, Govt of India.
The Energy Resource Institute (TERI), India
Department of IT/BT, Government of Karnataka, India
VAPT Certified by CERT-IN, Government of India and Protiviti Inc.

5

http://www.nasscom.in/innovation-awards2013 (India)

6

http://www.redherring.com/events/red-herring-asia/2013-red-herring-asia-top-100-winners/

7

https://www.hpe.com/us/en/servers/server-partner-program.html

7 Customers
IPM+ has found adoption across industry sectors that include BFSI, IT/ITES, Manufacturing, Automotive,
Power and Telecom. Some of the prominent users of IPM+ ECMS are:

8 About Vigyanlabs
Vigyanlabs is an innovation driven organization focused on building
Intelligent Power Management and Self-Care products to promote green
computing and save money for Enterprises.
Founded by Srinivas Varadarajan and Srivatsa Krishnaswamy, we have attracted some of India’s best
talent to create new intellectual property and build technology products to deliver the benefits of our
IP and knowledge base to the society at large rapidly. We are continuously innovating in the
compliance, security, management and energy saving space to enable higher value proposition to our
customers.
Our Vision

To be a visionary technology company for sustainability
Our Mission

To harness the power of emerging technologies to better manage energy consuming devices and to
reduce their energy footprint
Contact

To know more, contact us at info@ipmplus.com or visit www.ipmplus.com

Disclaimer and Confidentiality Notice

This document is confidential. Information and specifications mentioned herein are as of the date of
publication of this document. Vigyanlabs reserves the right to change or modify specifications without
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foreign Patents, copyrights or trademarks. No part either in part or whole can be copied, reproduced,
translated or converted into any electronic medium or machine readable form without prior written
approval from Vigyanlabs.
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